#NTXISSACSC7 || NOVEMBER 15, 2019 || COLLIN COLLEGE

Welcome to the seventh North Texas ISSA Cyber Security Conference (NTXISSACSC7) created and
designed to support the Cyber Security students of Collin College.

The full conference schedule, map, sponsor, and presentation and CTF details are included.

https://ntxissa.org/csc7
If you have questions, please check our site or visit registration area and THANK YOU for attending!
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CONFERNCE MAP

Please complete a survey for each session:

https://ntxissa.org/cscsurvey
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Conference History
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#NTXISSACSC7 Schedule

Please complete a survey for each session:

https://ntxissa.org/cscsurvey
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RED AREA
10:30am
11:25am

Jeff Carrell
IPv6: Basics, in Wireshark,
Troubleshooting, Hacking
Dr. James Hyatt

12:35pm
1:30pm

1:35pm
2:30pm

2:50pm
3:45pm

Identification and
Implementation of Cyber
Security in the Public
School System
Eve Maler
How to Solve the Infinite
Challenges of Zero Trust
Mark Keelan
CCPA Privacy Technology
Best Practices

Ted Ross
3:50pm 4:45pm
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In networking, IP as we call it is actually Internet Protocol version 4 (IPv4).
Internet Protocol version 6 (IPv6) is the replacement for IP running in today's
networks. 20 years after the initial release of IPv6 we observe that most
networks are not formally implementing IPv6, however, most modern
desktop/server OS's have had IPv6 enabled for 8+ years. That means many IT
departments and technologists don't understand that IPv6 is in fact all over
their networks nor what the potential implications are.
The challenges of data sharing in K12 environments and meeting the
requirements of FERPA and TX SB 820

Turning the Tide:
Dragging Criminals Out of
the Shadows

When there’s no such thing as a trusted network, device, or user, you have to
take a different approach to threats. When real business value depends on
letting good guys in to buy more and more of your goods and services, it’s an
especially hard conundrum. Join this session to learn how to leverage digital
identity, adaptive authentication, and transactional authorization techniques
to optimize your opportunities for validating everyone — and everything —
your systems interact with.
We have done this presentation at IAPP and Webster University and it is very
well received. It gives people guidance on how to deploy an effective and
operational privacy program.
Cyber criminals actively seek out data to exploit, from stolen credentials and
credit cards to account data and PII. This data is used to take over employee
and consumer accounts, break into corporate systems, and target victims with
a believable pretext. Let’s flip the tables on the adversary. Cyber criminals, try
as they might to stay in the shadows, leave a digital footprint. In this talk, we’ll
demonstrate how law enforcement hunts these threat actors and how
enterprises can apply the same tactics to protect their businesses. You can
leverage these criminals' digital breadcrumbs to feed your online fraud
investigations and unmask their identities and broader infrastructure! We will
also discuss how to use this same data to proactively prevent account
takeovers (ATOs), disrupting criminals' ability to profit from already stolen
information. This session is a true behind-the-scenes look at how cyber
criminals are located and brought to justice in the service of making the
internet a safer place.
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BLUE AREA
Pentesting or ethical hacking as it is more commonly known has become a much soughtafter job by people in IT, InfoSec, or those just trying to get into the industry. In this
10:30am
Phillip Wylie
presentation, Phillip Wylie shares the blueprint for becoming a pentester. The
presentation combines Phillip’s experience as a pentester and ethical hacking instructor
11:25am
The Pentester
to give attendees a guide on how to pursue a career as a pentester. Phillip shares what
Blueprint: A Guide has worked for his students and people that he has mentored over his years as a
on becoming a
pentester. This presentation covers the knowledge and skills needed to become a
Pentester
pentester as well as the steps to achieve them.
Bug bounty programs are the new industry buzz in offensive security. Some even market
it as the next generation of penetration testing. While I won’t attempt to prove or
disprove that theory, I will share my experiences while hunting for vulnerabilities and
Rich Mirch
working with vendors in open and closed source software. Over the last two years I have
12:35pm
found and responsibly disclosed many vulnerabilities. The most important component is
Bug Hunting - An
working with the vendor or project which can be challenging because there is no uniform
1:30pm
Adventure in Free way to report a vulnerability. Several public vulnerabilities that I discovered will be
Time
discussed along with the tools I use. I will demo a vulnerability that has been confirmed
to impact over a dozen Windows applications. Recommendations and tips for getting
started in bug hunting will also be shared.
In today’s business environment, it’s imperative for organizations of all sizes to have a
dynamic online presence. However, with always being connected, there comes real risk
Matt Duench
to your business. Ransomware attacks, like Petya and WannaCry, have demonstrated
1:35pm
how businesses can be brought to a halt by locking access to business-critical data. So,
SOC-as-a-Service & how do you protect yourself? What should you be looking for? In this presentation you
2:30pm
Tales From the
will learn about the importance of managed detection and response for your
Trenches: Cyber
cybersecurity posture. When it comes to security, you must take a proactive approach in
Security War Stories assessing the risks and vulnerabilities.
This presentation will review the history and development of the corporate network and
its interaction with the Internet. How the adoption of SaaS and PaaS base solutions have
Bil Harmer
rendered the network irrelevant from a security perspective. We will explore the
2:50pm
developments in malware, how threat actors have taken on a business approach to
Change is Simply an creation, distribution, and management of their attack campaigns. We will then take a
3:45pm
Act of Survival
few steps into the future and explore some possibilities that have the potential to greatly
affect corporations and how they protect themselves. Finally, we will explore some of
the potential strategies that can be started now to lay time groundwork to ensure a
more secure architecture in the future.
Email Fraud / Identity Deception is one of the oldest yet most successful threats against
your organization and your people. According to the FBI, email fraud or business email
Thomas Murphy
compromise (BEC) is a $26.2B problem. The avenues or tactics that attackers use include
display name impersonation, domain spoofing and lookalike domain spoofing. And
3:50pm
Surviving Email
fraudsters change their methods regularly to evade solutions that only stop some
Fraud - A $26.2B
attacks.
4:45pm
Problem
We will be discussing how to:
- Stop attacks before they reach your inbox
- Block threats sent from lookalike domains
- Protect your trusted domains from being spoofed
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ORANGE AREA

10:30am
11:25am

Jesse Glaesman
Two Men and A
SIEM

Being a subsidiary of Berkshire Hathaway, one of the world’s largest conglomerates;
Acme Brick (yes it’s a real company) is challenged with designing a security program
that compares to its larger sister companies like BNSF and Geico. With limited
resources and a security team of only 2 we were tasked with developing a strategy
to bring Acme Brick up to BH’s expectations. Using our SIEM, threat intelligence and
incident response retainer services Acme Brick has developed and proven through
multiple pen test and real world attacks to have an effective security
implementation that is effective as its larger sister companies but with only a team
of 2 people. I will be detailing the technologies, processes and services that make a
successful small team SIEM and why we made the decisions, we made.

JT Spurr

12:35pm
1:30pm

1:35pm
2:30pm

2:50pm
- 3:45pm

3:50pm
4:45pm
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Nearly all commerce, communications, and data traffic going over the web is
encrypted. As organizations transform operations, leverage more of the cloud,
The Security Risk in expanding locations, and utilizing remote workforces, IT’s lack of visibility into
SSL/TLS Traffic:
encrypted traffic puts the organization at risk for a cyberattack, data breach and
Architecting Visibility compliance failures.
and Security
Through Decryption
Even though the MSSP market-place is >10 years old, the technology and the
services are still evolving and adapting in reaction to a constantly evolving threat
landscape. As MSSPs evolve the offerings from different providers vary both in terms
of content and quality. These categories of offerings can be arranged in a good,
Elliott Long
better, best hierarchy, or as my presentation suggests: Best Effort Home Brew, Small
Batch Craft Spirit, or Top Shelve Liquid Art Form. Customers need to understand
Types of MSSPs
what the thresholds for MSSPs levels are; and new MSSPs need to clearly understand
the rungs that they need to ascend in order to become a fully functional MSSP. The
MSSP Marketplace current has no standards for Offerings, SLAs, Pricing. This
presentation is a suggestion/discussion for differentiating the different categories of
MSSPs.
If you were to talk to a WAF admin in 2006 about the logged HTTP/S traffic they
observed that was NOT HTML, but instead JSON and XML, they probably would have
Tony Lauro
responded: "That's just developers making calls between their applications, nothing
to worry about! "Flash forward to 2007. Now the world has a new toy, the iPhone,
API's are not only a and the Internet is about to change. Since then, Google Analytics has tracked the
21st century
sharp decrease in web technologies such as SOAP and WSDL, as well as the massive
developer's mullet, increase in JSON and XML, as the formats win the fight for an efficient method of
they're also how you dealing out low packet size, but highly effective message requests in order to
are getting PWND
support the mobile explosion. With everything in today's world having "An App for
That" how are attackers using API technologies to target, exploit, and profit off of a
service that would be dirt cheap if only it weren't run by profiteering gluttons?
Steve Johnston
You rely on the network to deliver applications, but as IT scales in size, connectivity,
and environments outside the network to public cloud, we cannot rely solely on the
How to Eliminate the network to secure applications. The answer is to decouple security segmentation
Usual Headaches of from the network. This allows us to protect applications wherever they run –
a Cybersecurity
because they do not live exclusively on our networks anymore, and enforcement
Strategy
must go wherever they do.
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PURPLE AREA
Mark Szewczul
1:35pm
2:30pm

2:50pm
3:45pm

3:50pm
4:45pm

Can IoT Systems be
secured? The NEW CSA IoT
Security Controls
Framework comes to the
rescue!

Jon Rhodes
Hacking an elegant weapon
for a more civilized age.

Elena Garrett & William
Whitney
Interactive Session. Can you
stop the hackers from
taking over a city?

The Internet of Things (IoT) Security Controls Framework introduces the baselevel security controls required to mitigate many of the risks associated with
an IoT system that incorporates multiple types of connected devices, cloud
services, and networking technologies. The IoT Security Controls Framework
provides utility across many IoT domains from systems processing only “lowvalue” data with limited impact potential, to highly sensitive systems that
support critical services. The Framework also helps users identify appropriate
security controls and allocate them to specific components within their IoT
system. I will review the following: How to Use the CSA IoT Security Controls
Framework; typical IoT system components, understanding the Objectives,
System Risk Impact Levels, Implementation Guidance, with discussion of many
real life challenges at all 7 layers with a Security-by-Design approach.
Not your typical RFID talk. Unlock the secrets of kyber crystals purchased from
Black Spire Outpost (Star Wars Galaxy's Edge). Only a true master of the force
can modify them. You will learn how the crystals work and how to read their
secrets (and bend them your will). This session will cover information about
the RFID tag utilized, how to read the tag, and what can be modified (to
change blade color, sounds, voice). It will conclude with a live demo of
modifying the crystal with a proxmark (Blue -> Red -> Purple, etc...) and
displaying changes on a lightsaber and holocron.
What would it take to protect a city street light system? Or an oil refinery
facility? A few months ago, two teams of Russian hackers overcame the
defenses of 5 blue teams to take over 3 industrial and 9 non-industrial objects
in a simulated city infrastructure in less than 30 hours. Now you have an
opportunity to see how they did it, and maybe even come up with a better
plan to hold determined attackers at bay. This is an interactive session. Come
to participate or just to watch. Network diagram of the city objects and the
SW/HW environment for the city will be released 2 weeks in advance to those
attendees who would like to try to figure out their own way to take over the
city objects. Present your defense strategy suggestions at the session! Contact
@38Parokeets any time after Oct 19th to get a copy of the network diagram,
etc. Understanding of protection of SCADA systems will be a plus but not
critical.

Please complete a survey for each session:

https://ntxissa.org/cscsurvey
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GRAY AREA
John Podolanko
10:30am
11:25am

Reverse Engineering
Binaries to Detect Malware
and Exploit Software

Alain Espinosa
12:35pm
1:30pm

Preparing, Engaging, &
Growing Your InfoSec
Career

Rick Brunner
1:35pm
2:30pm

2:50pm
3:45pm

3:50pm
4:45pm
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Is there a disconnect
between Enterprise Risk
Management and Cyber
Risk Management

Eddie Ho
Banking Data Breach:
Lessons Learned

Mark Langford
Cybersecurity Insurance:
Safety Net or Scam?

This is a multi-faceted practical demonstration and tutorial for understanding
the process of reverse engineering binaries to detect malware and exploit
other executable files using static and dynamic analysis. I will walk you
through sandbox setup to include open source and/or free toolsets for use in
static and dynamic analysis., and we will walk through a few practical
examples to take a deeper look into the process to see how an unknown
executable behaves on a computer and the network to determine if it is
malicious and look for exploitable features. A word of caution - you will be
provided with actual malware samples, but they have been rendered
effectively harmless and are intended for classroom instruction. Lastly, we
will discuss the ethical implications of reverse engineering and malware
distribution.
In this presentation I will share insight into what it looks like to prepare well
(technical skills, education, soft skills, interviewing, etc.) for a career in
infosec. I will also provide guidance and tips on what to do once you have
secured a job in infosec (how to grow, prepare for the next role, etc.). Lastly, I
will discuss long range career planning (mentoring, certs, education,
networking, etc.) and how to remain eternally proactive.
The presentation will discuss potential disconnects/gaps between Enterprise
Risk Management and Cyber Risk Management and provide
recommendations. Some of these disconnects can be as simple as language
to how risk is viewed. Cyber Risk looks to the hazard side risk; whereas there
is a positive side known as opportunity. Certain communities like to stay in
the mode of not quantifying risk. A whole college course could be developed
addressing potential disconnects/gaps between Enterprise Risk Management
and Cyber Risk Management. That said, presentation will provide a few
examples and what can or could be done to potentially resolve such
disconnects/gaps.
Now your financial institution is hacked and on the evening news. Customers,
Board, Press, and Regulators are hounding you by the minute. How do you
recover step-by-step as CISO/CIO? This session covers data breach
nightmares during pre-attack, attack-in-motion, and post attack scenarios.
What are the key steps in starting the recovery of business operations with
everyone demanding quick action? Next in line is the enforcement actions
from the regulatory agencies. What are the necessary turnaround actions
and roadmaps? This is a lesson learned with real world insider views on
turning around a horrible situation.
Cyber liability insurance was conceived to help organizations recover from
the devastating effects of a cyber attack, but are they actually fulfilling that
purpose? While cyber insurance underwriters are requiring policy seekers to
fill out risk assessment surveys and have offered resources to clients to help
mitigate cyber risk, the daunting burden of proof is still placed on the insured
to prove lack of negligence. What has to happen for insurers and their clients
to agree upon third party risk assessment standards to create a more
equitable cost vs. coverage framework?
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#Raspberry Pi 4 + Training Attendees
This section is only for those who registered for the add on class:

When you check in on Friday, please make sure to check in separately for the class. After
registering your attendance, you will receive a conference wrist band. Please make your way to
the Pi Class check in area to receive a second, separate wrist band which will grant your
admittance to the class.

Attendees will need to bring a laptop or other device with an SSH
client in order to get the most out of the class.

** Please be sure to charge your device, we will have limited power **
The class will be hosted in the GREEN area as shown on the conference map.

The class wrist band is required for attendance.
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Prizes and Surveys
This year we have iPads, Chromebooks, Raspberry Pi's, Hacker books and movies, Hak5
Gear, and much more! Be sure to enter your random wristband number as you complete your
post session surveys. Session IDs can be determined by the room / track color for the session and
the session number listed beneath the time slot on the schedule. Please enter your feedback only
once per session and only for sessions which you attended.

After Party - The Hackers Ball
A Fundraiser for the Innocent Lives Foundation
The Hackers Ball is a fundraising event for the Innocent Lives Foundation. The Innocent Lives
Foundation is a nonprofit organization that works to unmask anonymous child predators to
provide information to law enforcement to apprehend them. This event is a buffet dinner of
pasta, pizza, salad, and soft drinks or iced tea. All proceeds above the restaurant fees go to
the Innocent Lives Foundation. Music provided by DJs Kanopy (aka Redsand) and DJ Base
(aka Miguel Duran).

This event has separate registration:

https://www.eventbrite.com/e/the-hackers-ball-tickets-2166752816
Picasso's Pizza and Grill
18160 Dallas Parkway
Dallas, TX 75287
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NTXISSA Chapter’s
Women in Security Special Interest Group (WIS-SIG)

Photo is from the March 2019 Lunch Event

The North Texas ISSA chapter was delighted to start the Women in Security Special Interest
Group (WIS-SIG) in March 2018. Since then, WIS-SIG has had six successful events with an
average of 60 women and men in attendance at each event. WIS-SIG is dedicated to advancing
the leadership and professional development of women in the field of cybersecurity through
education, networking and mentorship. Diverse work teams and environments produce
stronger proven results in the advancement of cybersecurity technologies and services.
Ultimately, the addition of more women in the field of cybersecurity will benefit both the
providers and consumers in the cybersecurity industry and assist in closing the gap for
resource requirements in the field. New events are currently in the planning for 2020. To
receive invitations to WIS-SIG events, join our mailing list at https://ntxissa.org/contact/.
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2020 Board Member Elections!
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#CTF

Thanks again to Prevade Cybersecurity for donating the #CTF platform!
Prevade's next-generation cyber war gaming platform. Ideal for competitive, training, team
building, vendor eval, and pre-hire skills assessment use cases. On-demand provisioning
ensures your dedicated environment is accessible in minutes.
Nothing to install this is all via Browser - Get started on your laptop by visiting:

https://ntxissa.metaform.app
User: ntxissa
Pass: ntxissa

#LOCKSPORT
Thanks to Moe leader of the
Dallas Hackers Lockpick Village
for volunteering to the
lockpsport area again this year.
Moe aka @LockpixNLipstix on
Twitter has dedicated countless
hours to teaching this unique
sport. Please take a few
minutes and stop by to pick
your first lock and learn more.
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CPE Credit Form
Date: Friday, November 15th, 2019
I attended the following sessions at #NTXISSACSC7 - North Texas ISSA Cyber Security Conference.

Time:

8:00 AM to 5:00 PM

Location:

Collin College Spring Creek Campus
2800 E Spring Creek Parkway
Plano, TX 75074

Board Member Signature/Position

Total CPE Hours (Max 7)

___________________________________
ISSA Board Member /

______________________

Attendee Signature
___________________________________
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